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1 Kelsey GT Radial with signature raised,
white outline letters.
2 Original Goodyear P255/60R15 GT
Radial mounted on a 2,675-mile
pace car.
3 The TIN (tire identification number) is
the single differentiating label between an
original Goodyear GT Radial and a Kelsey
GT Radial. Note date code 4409 or the 44th
week of 2009.
4 GT Radial fresh off the UPS truck arrives

5

What the consumer can
expect is the authenticity of
the GT Radial first produced
for the 1978’79 Corvette.

wrapped in Goodyear logo plastic wrap and
shipping labels.
5 Tire label with mounting instructions
to assist tire shops with correct mounting
procedures.
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6 Kelsey reports RPO QGR P225/70R15
Polysteel Radial will be rolled out in both
small and large solid white letters before
this article goes to press.
of a tire brand are manufactured in its
formative years and especially with
a tire like the GT Radial. Studying
production variations is critical to the
final design for a reproduction tire, such
that it represents fairly and accurately
the original tire. What the consumer
can expect is the authenticity of
the GT Radial first produced for the
1978-’79 Corvette.
WHY BUILD THIS TIRE? The 1978
Limited Edition Pace Car first rolled
off the St. Louis factory floor over
thirty years ago, making it a classic
and one that remains a collectable.
Tires on pace cars have aged as well.
With a car that will remain around for a
while, this was a tire that needed to be
back on the market. Kelsey adds that
“Kelsey Tires has received numerous
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World’s Finest Automotive Bra

1-800-570-1579
Corvette Color Matched Car Bras
Your SpeedLingerie Color Match Car Bras is the ultimate in
front end protection. The 32 ounce marine grade vinyl is
specifically matched to each and every factory color and
custom designed to flow with the lines of your Corvette and
compliment body curves.
Full service rock chip protection
Custom fit for stability at speed
• Tri-Layer system to pamper the paint surface
• The highest quality materials and no exposed surfaces
• Peace of mind - travel protected & in style
•
•

Corvette
Applications Include:
C6 Grand Sport 2010
C6 ZR1 2009 - 2010
C6 Z06 2006 - 2010
C6 2005 - 2010
C5 & Z06 1997 - 2004
C4 & ZR1 1984 - 1996
C3 1980 - 1982

Visit our site for more color matched Corvette Accessories
For more information please call (800)570-1579 or (650) 964-2584
Or write us at sales@speedlingerie.com
www.speedlingerie.com
350Z = BMW-M = CORVETTE = FERRARI = G35 = NSX = PORSCHE = PROWLER = VIPER = XK8

He explained the biggest challenge
of producing the GT Radial was
the belt construction package. The
construction of the belts and the
cutting of the Kevlar all presented
challenges with the tire in the making
for over two years. Kevlar was and is
used in belt construction due to its
strength over steel and its longevity
in a tire under load. Goodyear has
its own brand name for Kevlar, which
is Flexten and appears on the tire.
Flexten was embossed on the original
and now embosses the 2nd generation
GT Radial.
An additional challenge and one
critical to the manufacturing process
is building a tire that meets USDOT
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
(FMVSS) 139. As one might expect,
tire safety regulations have changed
dramatically from the 1970s, and
as Kelsey stated, “Today’s testing
is aggressive compared to 1970s
testing.”
The new regulations, mandated
September 2008, require safety tests
for endurance, high-speed, lateral
impact, low-pressure, road-hazard
impact and bead-unseating, to name
a few. In contrast, the original GT
Radials met DOT 129 compliance
requirements from 1971. In testing,
the Kelsey GT Radial complied with
all USDOT FMVSS 139 protocols.
Embossed labels are used to convey
compliance with these tests. But in
1978, much of what we see today
was not required, such as safety
warning labels and speed rating.
Today, an array of tire codes denote
regulatory compliance. Students of
tire safety and compliance codes will
find this tire complies with the safety
standards of 2010 but captures the
label authenticity of the original GT
Radial. GT’s successor, the Goodyear
Eagle GT, was produced with the
102S speed rating (or 112 mph), a
nice omission of authenticity that
will keep those nit-pickin’ judges on
their toes.
But if you are an aficionado
of Corvette authenticity, don’t
fret! You can still differentiate an
original P255/60 tire from Kelsey’s
reproduction by the TIN date code.
And the Kelsey GT Radial will sport
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John Kelsey
John Kelsey, owner and
president of Kelsey Tire Inc., is
based in Camdenton, Missouri.
Kelsey was inducted into the
Tire Industry Association Hall
of Fame in November 2009.
The first to license Goodyear
brand classic tires, Kelsey
built an industry-leading,
worldwide business 39 years
ago that specializes in replica
Goodyear brand classic,
vintage and musclecar tires
from the past. He is NCRS
member #85 and owns a 1978
Limited Edition Pace Car.
the TPC SPEC 1032. Not all original
OEM tires (original equipment
manufacturer) had the TPC SPEC
1032 embossed label.
THE BOTTOM LINE: The Kelsey
GT Radial is built to the design
specifications of the 1978-’79
Goodyear GT Radial but complies with
2008 DOT 139 regulations. Goodyear’s
P255/60 GT Radials did not have
a 2nd generation successor like the
Eagle GT, the service replacement for
late-model Corvettes. C3 owners with
a penchant for authenticity will find
the Kelsey GT Radial the replacement
tire of choice for those thirty-year-old
originals you are never quite sure what
to do with – afraid to drive on the road
but also afraid to discard with all that
tread life left.
It’s said a collector car has come of
age when the aftermarket begins to
manufacture reproduction parts. And
so it is with the late-model C3 Corvette.
Kelsey Tire has begun production of
the P255/60R15 series radial with
the Goodyear lettering unique to the
1978-’79 period. This is a tire that had
to be built and one you’ll wish to own.
As a 1978-’79 owner with RPO QBS
and a passion for authenticity, you
will not want to be seen profiling with
anything but the Kelsey 255/60R15
GT Radial.
n

For Your Information:
Kelsey Tire
(800) 325-0091
www.kelseytire.com
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